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Abstract
This paper discusses the benefits of combining metamodelling and graph transformations to automatically generate modelling tools for simulation formalisms. In metamodelling, formalisms are modelled in their own right at
a meta-level within an appropriate meta-formalism. A
meta-model processor uses this information to automatically generate tools to process –create, edit, check, optimize, transform and generate simulators for– the models
in the described formalism. We propose the representation of (meta-)models as graphs, and subsequently specify
model manipulations as graph grammars. We also present
AToM3 , A Tool for Multi-formalism and Meta-Modelling
which implements these concepts. As an example, we show
how to build a meta-model for the popular process interaction discrete event language GPSS in AToM3 . From this
meta-model, AToM3 automatically generates a visual tool
to build GPSS models. We also define a graph grammar
to generate textual code for the HGPSS simulator from the
graphically specified GPSS models.
Keywords: Meta-Modelling, Multi-Formalism, Graph
Grammars, GPSS, Automatic Code Synthesis.

1 Introduction
Meta-Modelling is the process of modelling formalisms. In
the context of Modelling and Simulation we are interested
in formalisms such as Petri nets, DEVS, GPSS [11] [23]
and Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs).
A model of a formalism should contain enough information to permit the automatic generation of a tool to check
and build models subject to the described formalism syntax.
The advantage of this meta-modelling approach is clear: instead of building a whole application from scratch, it is only
necessary to specify the kind of models we will deal with.
If this specification is done graphically, the time to develop
a modelling tool can be drastically reduced to a few hours.
Other benefits, such as reduction of testing, ease of change,
and maintainability are also obtained.

In Modelling and Simulation we are also interested in other
model manipulations, such as:
1. Model simulation.
2. Model optimization, for example, reducing its complexity.
3. Model transformation into another (behaviourally
equivalent) model, expressed in a different formalism.
This may be useful in several situations:




In a composite model with multiple heterogeneous components, it may be possible to transform each of those components into a common
formalism. Then, once the composite model has
all its components described in the same formalism, it is possible to process the entire model
meaningfully. This is the core of the multiformalism approach to modelling complex systems [25].
To solve problems that are easier in another formalism. An example is the case of an ODE
model which does not have an analytical solution. To solve this problem we transform the
model into the Difference Equations formalism
(this is usually done by numerical solvers) and
solve it in this domain. We will lose some information when performing this particular transformation, due to discretization.

4. Generation of code for an existing simulator.
In this paper, we focus on the application of model transformation.
We present AToM3 , a tool which implements the ideas presented above. AToM3 has a meta-modelling layer in which
different formalisms are modelled graphically. From the
meta-specification (a model in the Entity Relationship formalism extended with constraints), AToM3 generates a tool
to process models described in the specified formalism.
Models are represented internally using Abstract Syntax
Graphs. As a consequence, model manipulation such as the
ones listed above can be expressed as graph grammars [9].

As an example, we show the generation of a tool to graphically manipulate GPSS models. We also define a graph
grammar to generate textual representations of the graphical models that can be run on GPSS simulators. The simulation community has many efficient GPSS simulators available. Many of them have been criticised for their lack of
a graphical interface for modelling, though from its inception, GPSS has had a standard graphical representation for
its blocks. Arguably, this is one of the main reasons for the
success of GPSS.
Different GPSS simulators implement slight variations of
the original GPSS. A meta-modelling approach is thus very
suitable, as one can generate tools for small variants of the
formalism with little effort. A meta-modelling approach
also makes it possible to devise graphical representations
for elements of the model for which there is no standard
graphical representation, such as storages and table sizes,
functions and variables. Of course, thanks to the flexibility of meta-modelling, these representations can be readily
modified. In any case, a graph grammar for textual code
generation can dump and rearrange this graphical information into a text file for further processing by a GPSS simulator such as our HGPSS [6].

2 Meta-Modelling
Meta-Modelling is the process of explicitly modelling syntax and semantics of formalisms. Any model has meaning
within the context of a formalism. As meta-models describe
classes of models, the formalism in which meta-models are
described (known as the meta-formalism) neeeds to be expressive enough. Typically, the Entity Relationship diagrams or UML class diagram [20] formalisms are used. A
model of a formalism is called a meta-model. A model of
a meta-formalism is called a meta-meta-model. Table 1 depicts the levels considered in our meta-modelling approach.
Note that we only consider three levels. When a metaformalism mf1 is powerful enough to describe the metameta-model of another meta-formalism mf2 , we consider
both mf1 and mf2 as meta-formalisms and place them at
the same meta-level. The meta-formalisms currently used
in AToM3 can describe meta-formalisms as well as formalisms.
To be able to fully specify modelling formalisms, the metaformalism may have to be extended with the ability to express constraints limiting the number of meaningful models. For example, when modelling Determinisitic Finite
Automata, different transitions leaving a given state must
have distinct labels. This cannot be expressed within Entity Relationship diagrams alone. Expressing constraints is
most elegantly done by extending the meta-formalism with
a constraint language. Whereas the basic meta-formalism
frequently uses a graphical notation, constraints are concisely expressed in textual form. For this purpose, some
systems [14] (including ours) use the Object Constraint
Language OCL [20] used in UML. As AToM3 [4] is im-
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Table 1: Meta-Modelling Levels.
plemented in the scripting language Python [22], arbitrary
Python code can also be used.

3 Graph Grammars: an introduction
To completely describe a formalism, not only the syntax
(structure, described in the meta-model) needs to be specified, but also the semantics. One way to describe semantics
is by explicitly specifying transformations on models in the
formalism.
In our approach, we store models as (hyper)graphs called
Abstract Syntax Graphs (ASGs), and thus we use graph
grammars to express model manipulation. Graph grammars are composed of tranformation rules. Each rule maps
a graph on the left-hand side (LHS) onto a graph on the
right-hand side (RHS). A graph grammar is applied to an
input graph (called host graph) to perform a transformation. When a match is found between the LHS of a rule
and a part of the host graph, this matching subgraph is replaced by the RHS of the rule. Rules may also have conditions which must be satisfied in order for the rule to be
applied, as well as actions to be performed when the rule
is executed. A rewriting system iteratively applies matching rules in the grammar to the graph, until no more rules
are applicable [9]. Some approaches also offer control flow
specifications. In AToM3 , rules are given a priority and are
tried in ascending order.
On the one hand, the use of a model (in the form of a graph
grammar) of graph transformations has some advantages
over an implicit representation (embedding the transformation computation in a program) [5]:




It is an abstract, declarative, high level representation.
As it is a model in its own right, it may be used as a
basis for analysis, transformation, etc.
The theoretical foundations of graph rewriting systems can assist in proving correctness and convergence
properties of the transformation tool.

On the other hand, the use of graph grammars is constrained
by efficiency. In the most general case, subgraph isomor-

phism testing is NP-complete. However, using small subgraphs on the left hand side of graph grammar rules, as well
as node labels and edge labels can greatly reduce the search
space.

4 AToM3 : an overview
AToM3 [7] is a tool written in Python [22] which implements the concepts presented above. Its architecture is
shown in Figures 1 and 2. In both figures, models are represented as white boxes, having on their upper-right handcorner an indication of the meta-. . . model (formalism) they
are specified in. In the case of a graph grammar model, to
convert a model in formalism Fsource to Fdest , it is necessary
to use the meta-models of both Fsource and Fdest in addition
to the meta-model of graph grammars.
The main component of AToM3 is the AToM3 Kernel,
which is responsible for loading, saving, creating and manipulating models (at any meta-level, by means of the
Graph Rewriting Processor), as well as for generating code
for custom tools. Both meta-models and meta-meta-models
can be loaded into AToM3 as shown in Figure 1. The first
kind of models is used to construct valid models in a certain
formalism, the second is used to describe the formalisms
themselves.
In AToM3 , the Entity-Relationship (ER) formalism extended with constraints is available at the meta-meta-level.
As stated before, it is perfectly possible to define other
meta-formalisms using the ER formalism. Constraints can
be specified as OCL or Python expressions, and the designer must specify when (pre- or post- and on which event)
the condition must be evaluated. Events can be semantic
(such as editing an attribute, connecting two entities, etc.)
or graphical (such as dragging, dropping, etc.)
When modelling at the meta-meta-level, the entities which
may appear in a model must be specified together with their
attributes. We will refer to this as the semantic information.
For example, to define the Petri Net Formalism, it is necessary to define both Places and Transitions. Furthermore,
for Places we need to add the attributes name and number
of tokens. For Transitions, we need to specify the name.
The meta-meta-model is used by the AToM3 Kernel to generate some Python files, which, when loaded by the Kernel,
allow for processing of models in the defined formalism.
One of the components of the generated files is a model
of a part of the AToM3 user interface. This User Interface
model has meaning in the Buttons formalism which has its
own meta-model. Initially, this model represents the necessary GUI buttons to interactively create the entities defined
in the formalism’s meta-model, but can be modified to include for example, buttons to execute graph grammars on
the current model. We give an example of modifying the
AToM3 User Interface Model in the next section.
In AToM3 , entities may have two kinds of attributes: regular and generative. Regular attributes are used to identify

characteristics of the current entity. Generative attributes
are used to generate new attributes at a lower meta-level.
The generated attributes may be generative in their own
right. Both types of attributes may contain data or code
for pre- and post-conditions.
In the meta-model, it is also possible to specify the graphical appearance of each entity of the defined formalism. This
appearance is, in fact, a special kind of generative attribute.
For example, for Petri Nets, we can choose to represent
Places as circles with the number of tokens inside the circle and the name beside them, and Transitions as thin rectangles with the name beside them. That is, we can specify how some semantic attributes are displayed graphically.
Constraints can also be associated with the graphical entities. Each part of the graphical entity can be referenced
by an automatically generated name which gives access to
methods to change the part’s colour, or to hide it.
AToM3 allows for explicit modelling of types. In particular, it is possible to specify composite types. These are
defined by constructing a type graph [3]. The Meta-model
for this graph was built using AToM3 and then incorporated
into the AToM3 Processor. The components of this graph
can be basic or composite types and can be combined using the product and union type operators. Types may be
recursively defined, meaning that one of the operands of
a product or union operator can be an ancestor node. Infinite recursive loops are detected using a global constraint in
the type meta-model. The graph describing the type is compiled into Python code using a graph grammar (also defined
using AToM3 ).
The AToM3 source with a collection of useful meta-models
can be found at [4].

5 Meta-Modelling GPSS
The process interaction discrete event simulation language GPSS was described by Gordon in the early
1960s [11] [23]. The simplicity and universality of GPSS
concepts as well as the easy-to-learn block diagram notation have made it a popular choice for modelling and simulation. An excellent overview of 40 years of GPSS is given
in [12].
In this section, we show how to generate a visual tool using
AToM3 for GPSS modelling.
In our GPSS meta-model the basic entity is the GPSSBlock. In the GPSS formalism there are a number of different blocks (the number depends on the GPSS flavour),
but usually there are about twenty. Each of these blocks
have a different semantics, and one can construct a GPSS
model by connecting these blocks. Additional information
must be provided textually. Thus, GPSSBlocks have a type
and an associated graphical icon that changes depending on
this type. This change is performed by a post-action on the
EDIT event. GPSSBlocks also have a number of parameters
(named A, B, . . . ,F) whose semantics depends on the type
of the block, a Label and a field to include comments. The
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Label is filled automatically with a unique string when the
entity is created, but can be modified by the user.
GPSSBlocks can be connected to other GPSSBlocks. Constraints have been added to regulate the number of outgoing
connections a block can have (some may have one, while
others may have two). Some of the blocks which have two
outgoing connections store the label of the connected entities in parameters A and B. These parameters are filled
appropriately by means of post-actions on the CONNECT
event.
Other entities have been defined in the meta-model to describe table properties, functions, variables and storage
sizes. Each of these entities, which cannot be connected,
have been given a visual representation (and icon). The
model as a whole has been provided with some global attributes, namely the model and author names, and a list of
control statements (the simulation experiment description).
The latter are implemented as a composite type, which is
composed of the statement name (an enumerate type) and
some additional parameters.
On the left hand side of Figure 3, AToM3 uses the Entity
Relationship formalism to describe the GPSS meta-model.

The generated GPSS modelling tool is shown on the right
hand side.
As explained in the previous section, AToM3 generates a
model of the user interface (in the Buttons formalism). The
Buttons meta-model (in the ER formalism) is composed of
one entity: the Button entity. This entity has attributes to
edit the text or image of the button, and to add an action
in the form of Python code. By default, a User Interface
Model is generated with one button for each entity or relationship in the meta-model. To obtain the tool of the right
hand side of figure 3, we have modified this model with
AToM3 , as the default User interface model contained buttons for the defined entities (the GPSSBlock, Table, Function, SNA Variables and Storage Sizes) and the connected to
relationship. We have deleted the button for this last relationship and added a button Gen.Code to execute the graph
grammar to generate textual code for the HGPSS simulator.
This graph grammar is explained in the next section.

6 Processing GPSS models
In this section, we construct a graph grammar which takes
GPSS models defined using the tool generated in the pre-

Figure 3: GPSS Meta-Model and Generated Tool to Process GPSS Models.
vious section, and produces textual code to be executed in
a GPSS simulator. This graph grammar is shown in Figure 4. We can identify two types of rules: those ones dealing with the GPSSBlocks (rules 2-6), and those dealing with
functions, tables, storages, and variable definitions (rules 1,
7-9).
The graph grammar has an initial action which opens the
file where the code is to be generated and decorates all the
entities in the model with two auxiliary attributes: current
and visited. The current attribute is used to identify the
node in the model whose code has to be generated next.
The visited attribute is used to determine whether code for
the node has been generated yet.
The graph grammar is composed of nine rules which are
tried in ascending order:
Rule 1 locates function descriptions and generates the corresponding code.
Rule 2 locates GATE or TEST blocks and generates code
for them. These blocks have two children. The rule
has to ensure that the branch corresponding to the A
parameter is visited first.
Rule 3 traverses the selected branch in a depth first way,
generating code for each visited node.
Rule 4 is executed when a branch ends. Note that the current attribute is not transferred to a new node. Rather,
rule 5 will locate a new branch to traverse.
Rule 5 starts a new branch, setting the current attribute of
the next node to be visited.
Rule 6 is executed when a root node is found. Root nodes
do not have any incoming connections, and the code
generation of the GPSSBlocks graph starts in them.
Caveat: GPSS allows incoming connections to a GEN-

ERATE block. This may lead to models without root
node, a case not covered in our rules. To cover this
pathological case, it suffices to use a generate block as
the root node.
Remaining rules generate code for tables, storages and
variables definitions.
The graph grammar also has a final action which generates
the code for the control variables (attributes of the model),
erases the auxiliary attributes (current and visited) from the
entities, and closes the output file.
The advantage of using a graph grammar to generate the
textual code is that it is done in a graphical, high-level fashion, and the user does not need any knowledge of compilers
nor of the AToM3 Kernel internals.
The result of the automatic code generation for the model of
a telephone exchange partially visible in Figure 3 is shown
in Figure 5.

7 Related work
Apart from AToM3 , other visual meta-modelling tools exist. Examples are DOME [8], Multigraph [24], MetaEdit+
[18] and KOGGE [10]. Some of these allow one to express
formalism semantics by means of some kind of textual language. For example, KOGGE uses a language similar to
Modula-2. Our approach is quite different, as we express
such semantics by means of graph grammars. We believe
graph grammars are a natural and general way to express
graph manipulation. A rationale for using graph grammars
in our approach was given in section 3. Also, none of the
tools consider the possibility to transform models between
different formalisms.
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Figure 4: A graph grammar to generate code for a simulator from a GPSS model.
Systems and languages exist for graph grammar manipulation. Examples are PROGRES [21], GRACE [13], AGG
[2], etc. All lack of a Meta-Modelling layer.
In 1997, the OMG [20] proposed a Meta-Data standard,
called the Meta-Object Facility (MOF) [19]. In this approach, meta-models are described using UML and are
stored in a standard format. From these meta-models, by
means of XMI, it is possible to automatically obtain DTDs
and XML documents. We are invesitgating to make the way
we store (meta-)models compatible with the MOF. Of particular interest is the standard representation of model transformations (in the form of graph grammar models), as they
would allow the translation of data between different DTDs
in a meaningful and automated fashion.
Our approach is original in the sense that we take the advantages of Meta-Modelling to avoid explicit programming
of customized tools and combine them with those of graph
transformation systems to express model behaviour, formalism transformation. Our main contribution is thus in
the field of multi-paradigm modelling [25] as we provide a
general means to manipulate and transform models between

different formalisms.

8 Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have discussed the advantages of metamodelling to obtain customized modelling environments in
an automatic way. Building the application from scratch is
no longer necessary, we only have to specify –in a graphical
way– the meta-model of the formalism we are interested in.
The processing of models in the described formalism can be
expressed at the meta-level by means of graph grammars.
Our approach is also highly applicable if we want to construct a slight variation of some formalism. In this case, we
only need to specify the meta-model for the new formalism
and a transformation into a “known” formalism (one that
already has a transformation to generate model code to be
used as input for a simulator, for example).
We have presented AToM3 , a tool which implements the
concepts presented before, and demonstrated its usefulness
by generating a modelling tool for GPSS models able to
produce textual code for further simulation. As we also
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Figure 5: Synthesized GPSS code
generate a model of part of the user interface, the tool can be
customized (in a graphical way) very easily. Thanks to the
combined approach of Meta-Modelling and Graph Transformations, we were able to build the complete environment in one day. This environment was subsequently used
in a Modelling and Simulation course at McGill University
to build GPSS models, generate the GPSS textual programs
and run these programs in the HGPSS Simulator [6].
One possible drawback of the approach taken in AToM3 is
that even for non-graphical formalisms, one must devise a
graphical representation. For example, in the case of Algebraic Equations, the equations must be drawn in the form
of a graph. To solve this problem, we add the possibility
to enter models textually. This text will be parsed into an
ASG. Once the model is in this form, it can be treated as
any other (graphical) model.
In the future, we will extend the GPSS meta-model to take
advantage of the hierarchical possibilities of HGPSS. We
also plan to extend AToM3 in other ways:


Describing another meta-meta-model in terms of
the current one (the Entity-Relationship meta-metamodel). In particular, we plan to describe UML class
diagrams. For this purpose, relationships between
classes such as inheritance must be described. Thanks



to our meta-modelling approach, we are able to describe different subclassing semantics and their relationship with subtyping [1]. Furthermore, as the semantics of inheritance will be described at the metalevel, code can be generated in non-object-oriented
languages. A similar approach (meta-modelling +
bootstrapping) to model UML class diagrams is also
proposed by Harel in [16].
Allow collaborative modelling: for this purpose, we
are putting the APIs for constructing graphical interfaces in Java (Swing) and Python (Tkinter) at the same
level. These developments, together with the possibility of using Python on top of the Java Virtual Machine (e.g., by means of Jython [17]), will allow us
to make AToM3 accessible through a web browser in
applet form. This possibility as well as the need to exchange and re-use (meta-. . . ) models raises the issue
of formats for model exchange. A viable candidate
format is the OMG’s MOF in combination with XML.
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